
JIM LOWTHER

The First Ascent of the Kullu Eiger

(Plates 2-4)

'Something technical but not too scary, something unclimbed, cheap
and easy to get to, and in an interesting area.' That was my advice to

Graham Little on the telephone in January 1996 when we pondered an
alternative climbing objective in India at short notice, after our planned
trip to Tibet had been called off. We had both been spoilt by years of
climbing in pristine, little-known or unclimbed ranges in Greenland, Baffm
Island and the Indian Himalaya and it was not easy to repeat, time after
time, an expedition philosophy founded on 'exploration',

However, Graham's knowledge gf India, gained through seven previous
trips, was bound to produce something interesting: he chose a jagged rock
peak called Gupta in the Kishtwar region near the Kashmir Valley. In the
rush to get things organised, the fact that a guerrilla war was quietly going
on there had escaped our attention. So it came as a nasty surprise when,
two days before our departure, we received a curt fax: 'Government of
India has not accorded clearance to your expedition to Gupta Peak'.

What to do? Graham took on the job of dreaming up another objective,
preferably in a place where there wasn't a war going on or Western hostages
being kidnapped. Harish Kapadia put us in touch with Dr M S Gill, the
President of the Indian Mountaineering Foundation, an unflappable man
with impeccable connections. On our arrival in India we found that his
invisible influence had cleared a path for us and bureaucrats hurried through
the necessary paperwork in record time. As explained to us by a harassed
clerk, 'It is as if a great weight has landed on us from above'.

So what was this new objective? Graham was able to produce a
reassuring-looking photo-copy of a black and white photograph taken in
1970 of an Eiger-like mountain above the Parbati Valley, Himachal Pradesh.
It had been named the Kullu Eiger by someone called Charles Ainger who
was quick to spot the peak's resemblance to its Swiss namesake. Just the
name of it was enough to get the adrenalin going. We tried to ignore Harish's
throw-away comment, relayed to us on the day of our departure: 'Oh, Jim,
you will know of course that this mountain of Graham's has just been
climbed by some Italians.'

The fact that there are quite a number of 'Eigers' in the Indian Himalaya
had escaped the attention of both of us. We accepted without question
that the Italians had done it, but we doubted that they would have chosen
the North Face route. This was the route favoured by our third climbing
member, the youthful Scott Muir, who was on his fIrst visit to the Himalaya.
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Aged 20, and with a Scottish winter climbing pedigree that already surpassed
by far my own fitful career, his bold attitude to routes was complemented
by his physical strength and raw climbing ability.

The three of us, plus 'base camp manager' John Findlay, departed from
Delhi on 3 September 1996. Soon we were climbing up through the foothills
in our chartered bus into the cleaner air of the Kullu Valley. At Manali,
with its tacky chalet hotels, hundreds of trekking companies and goats with
tinkling bells, we met our old friends Pasang and Prakash Bodh. In record
time Pasang organised our supplies of base camp food and cooking utensils,
and 25 porters appeared complete with their 'camping and wet weather
gear' . Clouds enshrouded the hills and mountains and occasional rain
warned us that the monsoon had life in it yet.

Our walk-in started from an offshoot of the main Kullu-Manali valley,
at a pilgrimage town called Manikaran. Our porters swiftly settled into
their daily routine. After breakfast, arguments would ensue over who would
carry which load - surprising, as they were all the same weight. This initial
burst of energy usually reached a pause after the first hour for a cigarette
break or, for the more needy, a chillum of hashish. Not surprisingly, pro
gress slowed to a snail's pace the more height we gained. The supplement
that we had agreed to pay the porters for extra clothing and tentage had
apparently been spent on something else, for at Pandu Bridge the incessant
rain reduced our pathetic team to shivering groups crouching underneath
rocks, with only their cigarettes for comfort. Scott's flapjack and a huge
brew put spirit back into the team and mercifully the rain stopped for the
last day into base camp.
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On 7 September the porters headed back down the valley, each with a
wadge of rupees and instructions for their return three weeks later. A darker
patch of cloud hid the mountain. In melodramatic fashion, the North Face
of the Kullu Eiger finally revealed itself to us through a rent in the clouds,
exposing silvery-black slabs of rock which stretched above us to the summit,
1900m from the valley floor. Graham and Scott whooped with excitement.
My heart sank.

Without much ado, a line was picked more or less directly up the face.
Base camp was a five-minute walk from the bottom, which made the route
look all the more intimidating. I enjoy being in Graham's company at
times like these. His calm confidence and studied concentration whilst
measuring up the various options reminded me of the way he plays bridge
- very reassuring when you're his partner. A binocular inspection revealed
the crux to be near the top, in the form of a 400-metre buttress of rock with
no perceptible easy groove line through it.

On setting off at dawn the following morning with heavy sacks of fixed
rope, I reflected on what it must have been like to have been the first to
attempt the big faces in the Alps - on sight. Was it anything like this?
The Kullu Eiger, at 5646m, is a comparatively minor peak by Himalayan
standards, but therein lay its attraction: unvisited by the masses and
unknown to all but a rew.

A long scramble up talus took us to the start of the climb. Our plan was
to use all our fixed rope - 300 metres of it - in securing a steep rock band at
the bottom of the face and go Alpine from there. A promising twin-cracked
groove fulfilled our hopes and gave classic, albeit vegetated, climbing up
steep granite. Scott and Graham alternated the lead and I jurnared behind
them with a sack full of fixed rope. Whilst I grunted and cursed under the
crippling load, the other two yipped and sang in delight as they padded up
eight pitches. At the top we dumped the remaining gear and some gas
cylinders and swiftly abseiled back down again in time for some chapatti
and a bowl of subjee at base camp.

The following morning we scrambled up the talus again by the light of
our head torches. I found it hard keeping up with Graham and Scott who
seemed to be making it a race, or perhaps they were just keen to get going.
Our sacks were cripplingly heavy and the ensuing jumar to the top of our
fixed ropes left the tendons in my arms aching. We walked and scrambled
up a series of vegetated ledges covered with strange Martian-Iooking plants,
their purple flowers (Saussurea simpsoniana) festooned with what looked
like thick cobwebs.

The sun had now swung round to shine on the North Face. This had the
heartening effect of making our immediate surroundings seem less steep,
but the way ahead, above a large icefield, would obviously be no pushover.
Underneath a small buttress of rock in the lower icefield, we found a scoop
large enough for the three of us to lie down in, with fantastic views of the
Parbati Valley. Base camp lay beneath us as a green spot among a great
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number of white spots - the sheep and goats being herded back down the
valley ahead of approaching winter. Great hammerhead clouds stretched
like columns down either side of the valley. We brewed up in windless, perfect
comfort, and admired the sunset from the warmth of our sleeping bags.

That night the unsettled conditions produced an eerily silent sheet-light
ning display which dissipated by about 4am. Cloud had covered the face
by morning, and it was only drizzling so we carried on. Soon we became
stuck on some easy-angled slabs. Each of us harboured private doubts
about how far we would get up the mountain which, with every passing
hour, looked more and more serious. Our ungainly loads were becoming
an annoyance so, forsaking his sack, Graham swore his way up the greasy
slabs in rock boots. After three hours, he finally found a diagonal line that
connected us to the main icefield. We had only run out one rope length
and already half the day had passed.

We bombed up the icefield, front-pointing with two axes, and then ran
out a rope length up to a much smaller icefield which, for some reason,
became known as The Mask. It was foggy, damp and cold. The cloud
build-up of the previous night obviously heralded a change in the weather
pattern, so we dumped non-essential gear and abseiled back to our last
bivvy for the night and a review of tactics.

On waking the following morning an inch of snow covered our bags and
our minds were made up. Get down. I had barely wriggled out of my bag
and Graham and Scott were already sauntering off downhill. For the second
time we whizzed down the 3S0m-Iong abseil and clambered down the talus
back to base camp for a supper of mutton and whisky followed by a game
of bridge. We decided that we had not wimped out - for the next four days
it rained at base camp and snow plastered the face.

All of us were consumed with that sense of anticipation brought about
by the knowledge of a great task lying ahead. Now that we were established
on the mountain, we just wanted to get on with it. Eventually, with time
beginning to run out, we committed ourselves to a final push on the 16th.
But first we decided upon a radical weight-saving strategy. We would leave
our sleeping bags behind and rely upon our duvet jackets for warmth. We
also took the little Gemini tent, and I slipped in a bivvy bag. As we probably
wouldn't be able to sleep very well, Graham packed his ternazepam sleeping
tablets. We were driven by thoughts of making fast progress with super
light sacks on the technical ground that we knew lay above our high point.

We left the following morning, once again by the light of our head torches.
I found myself going well - I could even keep up with Scott on the talus
slope. Near the start of the fixed ropes we looked back down into the gloom.
The solitary light from Graham's torch remained stationary. An hour later
he had caught up with us and told us in slurred words that he wasn't fit to
go on. The idea of continuing without him didn't appeal, so I voted that
we go down. For an awkward moment Graham hesitated but, not wishing
to be seen as a kill-joy, he elected to carry on in the hope of an improvement.
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After our four days of rest and with lighter sacks, we were up the fixed
ropes by noon and brewing-up at our first bivvy. Taking some of the food
and gas cylinders we had left there from our previous attempt, we jumared
up the fixed rope crossing the smooth slabs and from there stomped up the
icefIeld, making The Mask by mid-afternoon. This brought us to the base
of about 500 metres of intermittent steep grooves and ice-smeared rock.
I belayed Scott whilst he started up a steep corner. Graham silently started
clearing rocks and digging out the ice to form a tent platform.

The prospect ofsome good climbing had a therapeutic effect on Graham
and he managed a very thin, scratchy grade V pitch up an ice-filled groove
with a startling finish. Scott came through and struggled up the continuing
groove which ran out, forcing him off left. In the declining light it was
difficult to see what was going on, but we heard a grunt followed by
expletives and he was off, slamming into the wall about two metres below.
We decided to call it a day, so left the ropes in place and abseiled back
down to the tent platform.
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The Gemini tent is a squash for two and very intimate for three, but
having no sleeping bags meant that we could actually fit in. Cooking outside
the tent, I managed to throw the pan down the mountain. The other two
were kind and made nothing of it (fortunately we had brought a spare). As
Graham snored contentedly in his temazepam-induced sleep, Scott and I
shivered our way through the night and longed for our sleeping bags.
Unfortunately, the combined heat of our three bodies had little effect, so
eventually, with Graham by then in a groggy half-awake state, we whiled
away the rest of the night massaging our feet and praying for dawn.

Next morning the opposite side of the valley was bathed in light whilst
our side was still frozen, but after jumaring up the ropes, warmth returned
and our spirits rose as the blue sky of a clear day deepened. It was cold and
crisp, sunny, and Alpine in feel. From the place of Scott's fall of the night
before, I led through, after which Graham did another stunning pitch on
rock and verglas. Scott led a groove of thickening ice - the colours of his
clothing and flying splinters of ice catching the sun as shafts of light edged
around the mountainside and shone obliquely across the North Face. Above
him, curtains of icicles sparkled as they hung from two mild overhangs. I
took the lead, brushing aside the first of these curtains, sending down debris
below me to mute cries of warning from Graham who was still jumaring
up the previous pitch. My axes sank in satisfactorily to their hilts as I
swarmed up the piasticky ice through the first overhang and around the
second. After a small chimney I stepped right and with heavy rope-drag
was relieved to reach a small ledge for a belay. At close on grade V it
wasn't the hardest pitch of the route, but it was the most satisfying.

Graham came up next. As he passed me, the plate of ice he was attached
to shattered, falling away in spinning disks. Scott ducked down below and
I looked up to see Graham still hanging on - from a solitary axe. He finished
the pitch in double-quick time and disappeared for what seemed an age.
Eventually his head poked over the top of an ice block, his face grinning.
'Do you want the good news, or the good news?' he asked. What he had
found was an ice cave fit for kings, with room for a tent platform. The other
bit of news was that he had spotted a corner system which would allow us
to cut across to the left of the uppermost buttress on the face.

Scott and I quickly came up to join him and admired our prime piece of
real estate and its view. I elected to hack out a platform while the other two
started up the corner. Scott was the first up it. The crux was an overhanging
block which he wriggled over by getting an axe placement into frozen gravel
and heaving on it. They led out two more pitches and then abseiled down
to the bivvy where I had a feast prepared of soup followed by oatcakes
topped with Tartex pate and cheese, then mackerel and shortbread, all
washed down by mugs of fruit tea. Scott reckoned he didn't get better fare
at his student flat in Edinburgh.

That night was the coldest I can remember. Confronted with another
night of sleepless shivering, I popped a couple of Graham's pills and slept
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like a log until midnight. I woke up feeling like a stiff pair of jeans frozen
into a board. I was sleeping ouside in my bivvy bag, but the others, in the
Gemini, weren't faring much better. In the morning we waited for the sun
before starting. Deciding it would be summit day, we left everything behind
at the bivvy and succumbed to some more lightweight climbing advice from
Graham. Last time it was sleeping pills, this time it was the suggestion that
we take one water-bottle between us - and no stove.

We jumared the first three pitches and followed a ledge which progress
ively wound its way around the upper buttress. Above us a smooth wall
offered us no hope of rapid progress. Graham carried on, inching his way
round until he discovered the Gangway which got us onto a snowfleld. We
realised we had cracked it. Moving together we covered 300 metres on
neve in rapid time. I took the lead through a shallow gully which offered
an easy route through the mica schist which caps the summit. At a change
of lead we finished the water and I began to get my dry cough which seems
to dog me at high altitude. Graham continued up steep nine-inch-thick
windslab and then brought us up onto the East Ridge.

The sun was strong as we walked up, across mica mud, to the summit.
All of us knew at that moment that it hadn't been climbed before. I could
hardly believe that we had done it. Around us was spread a vista of
untouched mountains - a mountaineer's Nirvana, waiting to be tapped.
To confirm our ascent we built a small cairn and posed for pictures in still
and calm conditions, sleeves rolled up and the sun hot on our faces. I
wasn't allowed to bring my Union Jack - we were supposed to be a Scottish
expedition after all - so the St Andrew's flag was proudly produced by
Scott, the most Scottish among us.

We took the rest of that day and all of the next to descend. As we reached
the bottom of the 25th abseil we were greeted by the smiling faces of Pasang,
Prakash and John who pumped our hands and slapped our backs - their
sense of achievement as great as ours, and genuine. They thrust mugs of
tea and chocolate into our hands and took our sacks for the final descent to
base camp. A week later I walked out back to the roadhead, initially with John
and then alone. I wanted to savour those last few days slowly. I spent a night
in a shepherd's cave and three days in a village, doing nothing. It had been
my best trip to date, on my hardest mountain. I had ended the trip with five
very good friends and a wealth of experiences. I can think of nothing better.

Summary: The first ascent of the Kullu Eiger, 5646m, in the Parbati Valley,
Himachal Pradesh, India. The 1900m North Face was climbed and the
route named The Mask, at a grade of Alpine ED (El, Al and Scottish V).
Graham Little, Jim Lowther and Scott Muir reached the summit at noon
on 21 September 1996.



2. The North Face of Kullu Eiger, 5646m. (Jim Lowther) (pI8)



3. Graham Little seconding Jim Lowther's pitch through the icicle overhang.
(Jim Lowther) (p18)

4. Scott Muir and Jirn Lowther on the summit of Kullu Eiger.
(Graham Little) (p18)
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